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Fore Street, Old Hatfield



This guide has been produced to assist the design of future 

developments in Hatfield and surrounding villages, either undertaken 

with, or on behalf of, Gascoyne Cecil Estates. The code is to be used 

for all forms of mixed development including residential buildings, 

shops, offices, workshops and public buildings.

Hatfield, its surrounding villages and hamlets have numerous charming 

houses, delightful streets and many examples of prevailing architectural 

styles from the sixteenth century onwards.

Hatfield became a New Town some sixty years ago. Since then, 

much has changed and many buildings have been destroyed. Of its 

older heritage the town still retains its historic parish Church of St 

Etheldreda, Hatfield House, the Old Palace constructed by the Bishops 

of Ely together with a multiplicity of lesser known listed buildings.

Most people will accept, however, that the interventions and 

developments of the 1960’s and 70’s, whilst well intentioned, have failed 

in many cases to enhance their physical settings, not to mention the 

lives, of those who live and work therein.

 

I N T R O D U C T I O N



St Etheldredas Church, Old Hatfield



Hatfield is more often than not associated with history.  Its rich 

collection of buildings and association with the Bishopric, Monarchy 

and successive generations of the Cecil Family provides a colourful 

backdrop for both visitors and residents alike.  

Not withstanding this rich historic vein, it must be accepted that 

Hatfield embraces a wide community that continues to live and work 

within the town and its surrounding villages.  Change will always raise 

fears in terms of what the future might hold.    

The main aim of this Design Code is to ensure that all of those 

involved in working with Gascoyne Cecil Estates, in delivering 

future developments, work within the spirit of our wider vision 

and furthermore, that they adhere to high standards of design 

and construction. We place emphasis on the quality of design and 

materials, landscaping and attention to detail. 

Given careful thought Hatfield can become more than a place of 

great history and fine architecture; it can also be a place in which 

people aspire to live, shop, work and play.

Anthony Downs

Director - Planning and Development

Gascoyne Cecil Estates         
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In 2008 two architectural charrettes took place under the leadership 

of the urban planner Andres Duany.  The first, held under the auspices 

of the University of Hertfordshire, examined options for the principles 

of future development in Hertfordshire.  Its main conclusions can be 

found in the document ‘Hertfordshire, A Guide to Growth – 2021: How 

should the County Grow?’ 

The second took a specific example, Old Hatfield and applied the same 

principles, these can be summarised as;

Neighbourhoods should include a mix of uses, including businesses 

and shops.  Businesses and civic spaces should be located in close 

proximity.

Streets should be designed to encourage pedestrians with lively ground 

floor retail and ample civic spaces.

Housing should be provided to suit a range of ages and incomes, with 

units in  a range of sizes.

Thoroughfares and footpaths should connect well with a wider 

network, designed to provide numerous entry and exit points whilst 

facilitating the smooth flow of traffic.

Neighbourhoods should feature discernible centres, well connected to 

greater regional public transit networks.

G U I D I N G 
P R I N C I P L E S 

Mill Green Charrette 

Post  Charret te  Paper
September 2011
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You may have been one of many residents 
or friends of Mill Green who took the time 
to visit or become involved with the Mill 
Green Charrette over three days during 
mid-September at Mill Green Museum. 

The Charrette’s purpose was to give 
residents of Mill Green the opportunity to 
discuss the problems Mill Green faces, and 
allow a full and open discussion on how to 
improve the built environment whilst also 
creating a stronger village community.

Whilst resources precluded setting up a 
full design studio at Mill Green, staff from 
Hatfield Park Estate and Brooks Murray 
Architects were present throughout the 
three days, and proposals were prepared 
based upon comments and feedback 
received. 

Each night the latest thoughts were 
presented to residents and other attendees. 
These were steadily refined throughout the 
three day period.

Generally speaking, people responded 
very positively to the opportunity to 
consider ways in which village facilities can 
be rejuvenated, the museum strengthened, 
open spaces improved or landscaped 
and new development sympathetically 
incorporated within the village envelope.

We are delighted to present the initial 
conclusions of our deliberations.

This paper sets out the work the team 
undertook during the Charrette. It presents 
some of the requests that resulted from 
discussions with residents, together 
with the design team’s site analyses and 
draft ideas together with the proposals 
presented on the final day.

We hope that this booklet clearly illustrates 
the discussions which took place.  We will 
of course be pleased to answer any queries 
which might arise in the weeks preceeding 
future meetings.

The proposals include a variety of 
improvements and changes that could be 
incorporated at Mill Green. These might 

be introduced as separate projects over 
time or subject to viability and widespread 
support, more rapidly and together. As 
stated throughout the Charrette, any 
improvements at Mill Green can only 
happen with the widespread support of the 
community. It is inevitable that following 
the publication of this paper, people will 
wish to offer further feedback. 

It is intended that a further meeting will be 
arranged later this year. Subject to further 
positive feedback, the proposals will be 
refined and presented to Welwyn Hatfield 
Borough Council in order that possibilities 
for necessary planning consents can be 
positively explored.

We are enjoying the reaction that the 
Charrette has provoked to date and 
greatly encouraged by the degree to which 
residents and other friends of Mill Green 
are  engaging in the process.  

The process does not stop here, this being 
only the first part of what might become 
a new chapter in Mill Green’s history.  We 
very much hope that you will continue to 
take part in future meetings and as we 
move on to further stages.

Peter Clegg and Anthony Downs

HOW SHOULD THE COUNTY GROW?

HERTFORDSHIRE
GUIDE TO GROWTH–2021

DRAFT



Cars should be accommodated by providing ample car parking 

facilities, shielded from the street to improve aesthetics.

Architectural styles should reflect  local topography, history, building   

styles and practices.

The Old Hatfield Charrette’s conclusions were summarised in a 

series of papers, most of which can be found on the Hatfield House 

website.    

The Prince of Wales’ book, ‘A Vision of Britain’, first published in 1989, 

re-examined many of the accepted norms for both rural and urban 

planning.  We generally subscribe to his conclusions, specifically his ten 

guiding principles, which we list here for ease of reference.   

Harmony Place Materials

Enclosure Hierarchy Decoration

Sign and Lights Scale Art

These goals and principles should be taken as the over-riding aims 

and objectives for future developments in and around Hatfield.

It is hoped, that when read in conjunction with the accompanying 

pages which aim to set a broad building code, these aspirations 

will provide clear guidance for professionals and residents when 

considering the future shape and direction of developments in years 

to come. 
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The local traditions of the Hertfordshire area include walls of many 

different kinds. This section outlines ways in which new walls can 

continue these local traditions.

E x t e r n a l  Wa l l s  o f  B u i l d i n g s

Variety in the roofscape contributes significantly to the character of 

an urban street. In order to avoid monotony it is expected that roofs 

at various new developments will be varied in their pitch, style and 

materials, as described in this section.

R o o f s  a n d  C h i m n e y s

The quality of a building elevation owes much to the correct 

proportioning and detailed design of doors and windows. These 

guidelines are intended to assist in achieving an aesthetically pleasing 

design and finish appropriate to the character of new developments.

W i n d o w s  a n d  D o o r s

The guidelines in this section are intended to ensure that the most 

visible subsidiary elements are correctly proportioned and reflect 

their true purpose.

B u i l d i n g  a n d  S u b s i d i a r y  E l e m e n t s

Gascoyne Cecil Estates (GCE) reserves the right to adjust the 

provisions of this Code in the following sections:-

S U M M A R Y



The guidelines in this section are intended to ensure that the most 

visible subsidiary elements are correctly proportioned and reflect 

their true purpose.

G a r d e n s ,  G a r d e n  Wa l l s  a n d  F e n c e s

There is growing support for providing an improved level of access into 

all housing to enable elderly and disabled people to use facilities which 

the fit and able-bodied take for granted.  Notwithstanding statutory 

provisions including part M of Building Regulations, this section 

describes the minimum requirements of GCE.  Ideally housing should 

be capable of being easily adapted to suit the physical needs of most 

people, including the disabled, without major structural alteration and 

that can, without, adaptation be visited by wheelchair users.

A c c e s s i b i l i t y

A building which looks well may still be environmentally unfriendly in 

other respects; for instance in the materials it uses or in its profligate 

use of energy.  This final section of the Code describes the method 

which will be used at new developments to assess the environmental 

consequences of building design.

E n v i r o n m e n t a l  I s s u e s

It is often small features that spoil the appearance of an otherwise 

well detailed building. Generally such visually intrusive items can be 

eliminated or concealed by good design and some guidance on this is 

given here.
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External walls of all buildings, including outbuildings, garages and 

boundary walls, etc. shall be constructed in either:- 

1 . 0  E X T E R N A L 
 WA L L S  O F 
 B U I L D I N G S

1. Bricks of types and colours agreed with Gascoyne Cecil 

Estates. Red Brick (generally handmade) or stock bricks should be 

used with some black headers.

Bricks should be laid in English or Flemish bond. Where a ½ brick 

facing is used in cavity construction, purpose made snap headers or 

mechanically cut bricks must be used. Special bricks are required for 

odd angled corners.

Stone quoins or cappings are appropriate.  Quoins should be random 

in size though measuring vertically in multiples of 75 mm where they 

are to be used with brickwork. On more formal buildings, sawn stone 

may be used. Sawn stone also may be used in string courses, window 

and door reveals and lintel arches.

Rendered dense concrete block. Rendered work should be roughcast 

or wood floated to avoid too hard or exact a finish. External corners 

should be formed in render by hand. Metal stop beads must not be 

used.

Control joints in render and brickwork will only be permitted where 

these can be ‘naturally’ detailed within elevations (e.g. at changes in 

material types, behind RWPs and at steps in the building lines etc.)
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2. External building walls may be built using appropriate 

combinations of banded stone and brickwork, or brick and flint in panels 

or bands, or bands of different stone. Knapped work is appropriate 

only in the most important buildings in the streetscape.

Material, where varied, should be consistent horizontally, though flint 

may be laid in panels between brickwork. However, materials may 

be mixed in a rather more random manner, (particularly in smaller 

dwellings and in outbuildings).

Door and window reveals in brick walls may be rendered in a smooth 

finish and painted white or off white in more important buildings. 

The imaginative use of headers coloured differently from stretchers 

in brickwork or chequer work with stone and brick or flint might be 

considered where suitable.

3. Where airbricks are essential to satisfy Building Regulations, 

these shall be of terracotta, built tile, painted cast iron or unpainted 

drilled stone.

4. Mortar mixes shall be to the approval of Gascoyne Cecil 

Estates. Sample panels will be required. Joints should be flush pointed 

as work proceeds. Mortar joints should not be weather struck, raked, 

concave or ribbon. Penny struck joints might be used on the more 

important buildings.



5. Brick walls may be painted with lime-tallow wash or mineral 

paint. The effect of a build-up of limewash over the years giving a softer, 

more established look may be achieved by the application of a sand and 

cement slurry to inexpensive brickwork. Samples to be approved by 

Gascoyne Cecil Estates. 

6. Party walls rising above the roof and raised or parapetted 

gables should be no less than 215 mm thick. 

Care should be taken to ensure that copings on gables or parapets are 

neither too thin nor, too thick. On raised gables on smaller buildings, 

the visible edges of copings should typically be 50 mm thick. Parapet 

copings should show an edge of about 75 mm thick. Copings, generally, 

should not extend more than 35 to 50 mm from the plane of the work 

beneath to get approval. 

7. Lintels should be of load-bearing appearance in stone, brick, 

flat tiles or timber.  Arches can be pre-constructed using SS angle with 

applied brickwork or stone to Gascoyne Cecil Estates approval.   

Where brick or stone are used, lintels shall be formed as true arches. 

Rubbed brick lintels are appropriate only on more important buildings. 

Rough arches, in various forms (particularly the “justified” rough arch) 

are suitable in brickwork and should rise through four brick courses. 

In stone construction, voussoirs should be provided.
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Timber (oak) lintels, typically 150 deep, and with minimum 215 mm 

bearing on either side of the opening may be used. Use should be made 

of relieving arches in masonry above timber lintels where loadings 

dictate. Exceptions are subject to agreement on an individual basis 

with Gascoyne Cecil Estates.

8. Outbuildings should generally be timber framed and clad with 

weather-boarding. 

Traditionally, however, the outbuildings of less important dwellings 

are frequently built of whatever comes to hand.  This provides an 

opportunity to  show a charming variety of materials. 

Weatherboard cladding should comprise sawn featheredged boards 

approximately 200mm x 32 mm. 

Generally, featheredged boarding should be sawn finished with a plain 

edge and painted with black tar varnish or beaded on the lower edge 

of planed boards when finished with dark or off white gloss paint, or 

an approved wood stain (e.g. Sadolin classic - ebony). Shiplap boarding 

is not permitted. 
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1. Roofs should be simple gabled, hipped, half-hipped or 

mansarded. Abutting single storey roofs may be lean-to. Free standing 

sheds, garages or outbuildings shall have hipped or gabled roofs. There 

shall be no flat roofs, except small lead clad valleys and so forth in 

complex roofs. Dormers and canopies can be incorporated by 

agreement with Gascoyne Cecil Estates.

2. Good quality roof coverings, typically natural slate or plain 

clay tiles shall be to Gascoyne Cecil Estates approval.  In certain rural 

locations, pan tiles maybe appropriate – subject to GCE approval. 

Synthetic slate and concrete tiles are not permitted.

3. Roof pitches will vary according to the type of roof covering 

and will generally range from a minimum of 30º up to 60º or 65º. 

Pitches of 45º should be avoided as  they produce roofs which  are 

traditionally regarded as “ineffably dull”. Where appropriate, the use of 

dormers can create interest and character in the roofscape.

4. The local treatment of eaves relies heavily on one or two 

corbelled courses of brick immediately beneath the roof with a very 

shallow overhang, rarely exceeding 75 mm. There are a number of 

more highly flavoured Georgian and Victorian variations featuring deep 

eaves and verges. These tend to be found on principal streets on large 

houses and can be considered representative of the local style.  

2 . 0  R O O F S 
 A N D 
 C H I M N E Y S
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In those instances where the rafter feet are visible they should be 

shaped or splayed. Boxed soffits will not be permitted, gutters being 

mounted directly on the fabric of the walls on brackets or attached to 

sprockets or rafter feet unless otherwise agreed with Gascoyne Cecil 

Estates.  Exposed timber shall be painted black or treated with a black 

preservative. Plastics and UPVC are not acceptable for visible roof 

components, except where specifically approved by GCE.

Roofs of plain tiles should use sprockets or tilting fillets. Slate will not 

typically need them. Where applicable, eaves are to be sprocketed 5º 

shallower than the main roof, but never less than 40º.

5. No overhang of more than 60 mm will be permitted at verges 

except on gabled dormers where 75-100 mm may be appropriate. 

Except on certain nineteenth century houses, barge boards are not 

a local feature, although the technique of bringing plates, purlins and 

ridge boards past the gable wall to pick up the final rafter outside the 

line of the gable is very common. This is finished so that the battens 

are cut off level with the outside face of the final rafter and batten 

ends covered by a length of architrave moulding nailed to the face of 

the rafter, up under the edge of the tile or slate. Care should be taken 

to ensure that the face and underside of the last rafter are planed for 

painting if this method is to be used. In plain tile work, the plane of the 

roof should be lifted at the ridge by the use of a batten nailed along the 

top of the last rafter. The use of the raised or parapetted gable is very 

common. 



6. Dormers should be carefully designed and built to suit the 

roof they sit within and the materials used. Needless bulkiness can be 

avoided by using lead on hips and ridges on hipped dormers. Dormers 

are invariably of timber construction, unless they rise from the fabric 

of the main wall of the building. If the dormer roof is gabled rather than 

hipped the verge should be made disproportionately deep, perhaps 75 

or 100 mm to give a deeper shadow, the tile battens running past the 

line of the gable end. 

7. Conservation rooflights may only be used where specifically 

agreed with the Gascoyne Cecil Estates, and only if positioned well 

clear of the ridge.   Particular attention should be paid to how roof 

lights sit within the roof line.  Use of cheaper varieties of rooflight are 

discouraged.  The size and number of proposed roof lights is a critical 

aspect of any design.

8. Rainwater goods should be in cast iron. Gutters shall generally 

be half round or ogee in profile. Hopper Boxes on fronts of parapetted 

houses shall be cast iron or aluminium. All down pipes to be cast iron, 

painted black. 

Where there are no gutters, a French or perforated drain shall be 

provided at the foot of external building walls, set in a gravel bed 

approximately 600 mm x 600 mm.
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The incorporation of chimneys in new designs will be strongly 

encouraged.  Chimneys are not only functional but contribute a 

vibrancy to local roofscapes and a building’s silhouette.

Chimneys should generally be constructed from brick and rise 

generously above ridge lines.  Chimneys should be carefully 

proportioned so as not to appear unduly short or stout.

Corbel details and brick detailing can make a highly positive contribution 

to the finished appearance of a building, subject to it remaining within 

the range of existing local examples.   

Chimney pots are available in a variety of sizes and forms and should 

be chosen carefully in the context of their surroundings.  

Removal of chimney stacks from existing buildings will generally be 

strongly discouraged.  When significant repairs become necessary, 

efforts should be made to repair or reinstate ‘appropriate’ detailing 

including corbelling and pots.
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3 . 0  W I N D O W S   
 A N D    
 D O O R S

1. Except where leaded lights in iron casements are used in 

hardwood timber frames, windows and doors shall be built entirely of 

timber and painted. Casements should close within the frame rather 

than over the frame in all windows visible from the street and/or the 

front elevation.   Stained timber, UPVC, or plastic coated timber frames 

will not be permitted.  Aluminium windows may be utilised in certain 

locations subject to prior approval by Gascoyne Cecil Estates.

2. Windows shall be of the rise and fall sash or side hung 

casement types. Ground floor windows on the building line shall be of 

the sash or inward opening casement type.

3. Overall window aperture proportions should normally range 

from 1:1 to 1:3 (ratio of horizontal to vertical dimension).

Principal window panes shall approximate to the Golden Mean on a 

vertical axis.  Individual panes in differently proportioned doors and 

windows should be related in their proportions.

4. Windows shall be placed no closer than 900 mm to the centre 

line of the nearest party wall or to a corner of the building.   Windows 

to bathrooms shall not face the street.

5. Bay windows should be habitable spaces carried to the ground. 

Oriel windows will be a matter for approval by GCE and generally will 

be permitted only when appropriate to the layout.  
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6. All windows are to be double glazed either with sealed units 

or by secondary glazing. French doors and window panes below 800 

mm above floor level to be provided with laminated safety glass.  

Extensions or repairs to listed buildings should normally remain as 

single glazed but careful use of slim line glazing (examples such as slim-

lite and Histoglass) may be acceptable.  

All glass should be clear.   In the care of high profile facades 

consideration should be given to the use of conservation glass.  The 

correct proportioning of glazing bars is highly important in achieving 

an overall satisfactory appearance.  Generally glazing bars shall not 

exceed 18 mm finished width with black cassette spacers. Timber 

beads are to have a small moulded profile

7. External doors shall be single or pairs and of a pattern 

approved by GCE. Historical door patterns are only allowed as true 

imitations in form, construction and proportion. This applies equally to 

fanlights. Individual garage doors or garden gates shall be no wider than 

their height, and must not encroach upon the public footway when 

opened.  The maximum allowable width per opening is to be 3 m, No 

GRP doors will be permitted and all to be panelled or planked to GCE 

approval.  

8. Exterior door and window cills shall be of hardwood, stone or 

reconstituted stone.  Where possible, the appearance of doors should 

be simple.  



Care should always be taken to ensure that the vertical dimension of 

the edges of cills is appropriate.  Stone cills shall typically be no more 

than 150 mm thick sloping to approximately 100 mm at the outside 

edge. Timber cills should generally be no less than 40 mm at their 

outside edge.  Window cills made from multiple thicknesses of plain 

tiles or by setting a number of bricks on edge at an angle will only be 

permitted in certain circumstances, subject to GCE approval.  

9. On timber framed buildings, window and door frames should 

be fixed so that the cladding, weatherboard, rendering and so forth 

will finish flush. The join is then to be covered with an architrave or 

moulding. The heads of these windows and doors (if the door is not 

to have a canopy and the window is not immediately under the eaves) 

should be provided with a ‘pentice’ board or hood.

On brick and stone buildings, window reveals shall be a minimum 75 

mm deep where a subcill is used, and minimum 50 mm where there 

is no subcill. Door reveals shall be minimum 75 mm which may be 

achieved using smaller hardwood cills with subcills. 

10. Windows shall be painted ‘off ’ white, doors dark gloss. A 

range of suitable colours may be specified by GCE. In timber framed 

buildings, where windows are installed with their frames flush with 

the outside of the building, the window or door frames and their 

surrounding architraves may be painted a colour other than that of the 

weatherboarding or render. 
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4 . 0  
B U I L D I N G  A N D 
S U B S I D I A R Y 
E L E M E N T S

1. Columns, piers and brackets should be of hardwood or 

treated timber, stone, brick, cast iron or reconstituted stone to the 

approval of Gascoyne Cecil Estates.

2. Masonry piers shall be no less than 450 mm thick and built in 

English or Flemish bond. 

3. Care should be taken to match the size of timber in posts, 

brackets and so forth with their function. In garages, posts should 

be not less than 150 mm x 150 mm. On verandas, posts should be 

slimmer, the appearance of comparative elegance will be enhanced by 

chamfering corners. 

4. Posts and brackets used on domestic buildings should 

invariably be painted. Elsewhere, there may be a case for the use of 

black tar varnish,  Sadolin or an approved equivalent.  

5.  Columns, where appropriate, shall be Doric or Tuscan.

6.  Columns, veranda and porch openings shall be a vertical 

approximation of the Golden mean. 

7.  Balconies shall be of stone or hardwood with railings of cast 

or wrought iron of a pattern to be approved by GCE.
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8.  Cantilevers are only to be permitted at balconies and porch 

roofs where they should give the appearance of being supported by 

brackets.

9.  The following items shall NOT be located such that they will 

be visible from the street:

Clothesdriers

Meter boxes

Air extractors

Dustbins

Rooftop solar collectors

Soil pipes

TV aerials

Satellite dishes

Boiler Flues.  

10. The following items are specifically forbidden:

Bubble skylights

Pre-fabricated accessory buildings

Permanent plastic sunblind/awnings

Plastic commercial fascias and lettering

Internally illuminated signs

These items are 
unacceptable when 
visible from the street.



11. House-builders will provide a communal aerial system serving 

each phase of the development. External individual television aerials 

and satellite dishes are not permitted.

12. Projecting porches/lobbies must not extend into the public 

pavement zone unless specifically permitted, and must be of an 

appropriate traditional style.

13. Shop fronts shall be built predominantly of wood or of 

wood and cast iron or cast aluminium above the plinth. The display 

window should be integrated with the door and the fascia with a single 

construction and painted a dark gloss. The shop front shall extend no 

nearer than 300 mm to the centre line of the party wall. 

Commercial fascias shall be generally in the proportion of 1:8 with 

the total height of the shop front. Fascias should not, as far as possible, 

be in a vertical plane but should incline by about 10 degrees from the 

vertical towards the street.  This subject is covered in greater detail 

within Part 2 of this guide ‘Shopfronts, Blinds, Signs’. 

14. All lettering, numbering and commercial fascias are subject 

to GCE approval.  No plastic signage will generally be permitted.  

Developers or retailers undertaking design of shop fronts are advised 

to refer to the  accompanying guide on shop signage and blinds.  

Detailed rules and suggestions in respect of shopfronts appear in the 

companion volume   
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5 . 0  
C O N T E M P O R A RY 
A R C H I T E C T U R E

Not all construction needs to be reproduction or traditional in style.  

Modern contemporary design will occassionally provide an innovative 

solution to a given problem.

Contemporary design can be sometimes used to good effect where a 

‘faux’ addition will sit uncomfortably within its surroundings.

Modern design can sometimes be applied successfully in such 

circumstances subject to appropriate consideration being given to the 

architectural form and scale relative to its surroundings.

Generally speaking, modern design requires an especially high standard 

of design if it is to maintain integrity and stand the test of time.  

6 . 0  S E C U R I T Y Gascoyne Cecil Estates recognise the need for electronic security 

measures such as alarms, cameras and lighting.  These should be designed 

in such a way to be discreet in appearance and cause minimum damage 

to the fabric of the buildings when removed for future upgrades.  

Gascoyne Cecil Estates generally discourage the insertion of external 

security bars except where they pre-exist as part of historic fabric. 
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1. All boundary walls which are built with the intention of 

providing privacy between adjoining gardens, gardens and public 

highways/access ways,  shall be no less than 1.8 m high and normally no 

more than 2.1 m high. Walls shall be at least 215 mm thick, constructed 

in English or Flemish bond.  

Generally garden and boundary walls should be stepped on sloping sites 

such that the height of the wall is kept within the limits noted above. 

Excessive stepping of the wall should be avoided as should plain and 

vertical steps.  Where appropriate, walls can be constructed whereby 

courses follow the natural slope of the ground.  This treatment can 

avoid numerous unsightly steps and awkward brick detailing. 

Piers should be inserted at appropriate centres to provide structural 

stability whilst also providing harmonious appearance.  All walls should 

be to Gascoyne Cecil Estates approval.  

2. Garden walls need not conform to the same type of 

construction as the buildings they adjoin, although a wall adjoining a 

more elaborately constructed building should itself reflect that quality 

of construction.   Large expanses of brickwork should be relieved, for 

example, with panels of flint or by combining materials in horizontal 

bands, say flint, stone or brick.

Stucco buildings and rendered garden walls should not normally be 

used in close proximity to one another.

7 . 0  G A R D E N S , 
G A R D E N  WA L L S 
A N D  F E N C E S 
E L E M E N T S
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3. Masonry, brick built and rendered garden walls should be 

capped with a stone coping or a brick on edge coping bedded on a two 

course tile creasing.  Stone coping is expensive and the brick-on-edge 

is perhaps the most acceptable way of finishing a wall without undue 

costs except where the wall is of stone. Other alternative copings 

utilising clay peg tiles and/ or brick may be considered with GCE 

approval.  

4. Garden gate and pergola piers should be no less than 450 mm 

wide. Where heavy gates are to be hung on hinges in brickwork, they 

should be in stone blocks built into the piers.  Where necessary piers 

should incorporate appropriate reinforcement to ensure adequate 

strength and structural stability.   

5. Cottages or less formal properties may be fenced  using timber 

fences. Main frontages should typically utilise traditional wooden picket 

(sometimes known as palisade) fencing between 1.0 and 1.2metres 

in height. Tops of the ‘pales’ should be either pointed two ways or 

rounded. Wherever possible, rails should be morticed into posts and 

centred across the frontage in equal bay widths.

Wooden fences constructed with the aim of providing privacy should 

be a minimum 1650mm high and of vertically lapped 175mm x 25mm 

feather edged boards on timber posts, with three horizontal rails. 

Mass- produced woven panels, (invariably known as larch lap) should 

be avoided.  



Boarded fences should be treated with a good quality dark stain (e.g. 

Sadolin) after the first maintenance cycle, typically 5 – 10 years after 

erection.   Open, stock proof fences can be used for side and rear 

boundaries in rural locations and should be 1200mm high and of 

three rails securely fixed on timber posts.  Wattle hurdles are another 

traditional rural boundary treatment and are encouraged for use along 

‘secondary’ boundaries. 

6. Gates can provide a good opportunity to create visual interest 

and variety. Garden gates shall be constructed from timber (either 

stained or painted), of mild steel or wrought iron to a design approved 

by Gascoyne Cecil Estates. 

7. Private pavements adjoining the public pavement shall be 

hard landscaped with cobbles/ granite sets, stone, brick or gravel 

chipped tarmac, or alternatively can be soft landscaped with gravel 

or planting in soil pockets, or a combination of these. Examples might 

include hoggin, gravel, or in certain cases gravel dressed tarmacadam.  

Artificially coloured, textured concrete or mass-produced block 

paving is considered as inappropriate.  The choice of materials can have 

a profound effect upon the appearance of the highway.  Small, rough 

hewn ‘heritage’ type kerbs should be used in preference to standard 

modern smooth concrete kerbs.  Granite setts can be used to good 

effect to form gulleys and edging details.  Driveways should respect 

local site conditions and be appropriate to a given location ie one of 

urban or rural characteristics.   
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8. Private pathways visible from the street shall be of gravel, 

stone or brick construction. Any other finish is to be agreed with GCE.

9. In more formal locations, or in instances where there is a 

desire to avoid shading, gardens may be fenced off with iron railings on 

a low wall. All designs are to be agreed with Gascoyne Cecil Estates. 

Care should be taken in specifying the height and spacing of railings 

together with details including rail heads and handrails.  Formal gardens 

shall often be fenced off with iron railings on a low wall, all designs 

are to be agreed with GCE. Cottages or detached properties standing 

within their own curtilage might use simple picket fences.  

10.  New hedges should typically be indigenous to the local area and 

aim to sit harmoniously within the landscape.

11. Wattle hurdles are a traditional boundary treatment and are 

encouraged in rural locations.  Hurdles can be erected either free 

standing or affixed to a rigid timber frame.

12. In certain open or park locations, the use of ‘estate’ straight metal 

bar fencing can be used to good effect
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8 . 0  
L A N D S C A P I N G

Landscaping should be considered as an integral part of any development.  

Specific planting and choice of species should be appropriate to location 

and setting.  Designs should relate to their surrounds and blend into 

the local and natural environment.  

The creation of public space can enhance social interaction between 

residents.  Hedges and railings should be of an appropriate height to 

maintain visibility.   Where appropriate public space should be provided 

of a type and design which is sufficient to serve the local community’s 

families and children.  People will appreciate the provision of public 

space such as squares and greens, and if properly designed they will be 

well utilised and safe. 

Developers should avoid ambiguous buffer strips of grass and ill 

considered planting.  Invariably such ‘landscaping’ is abused by vehicles 

and occupiers alike and invariably culminates in poorly maintained and 

unsightly pockets of land.  

Landscapes should be designed to mature over the long term and not 

simply to provide an instant result nor cynical discharge of planning 

obligations.

Careful consideration should be given to integrate hard and soft 

landscaping.  In a similar manner street signs, and lighting should be 

well designed to contribute to a coherent overall environment.   
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9 . 0  
A C C E S S I B I L I T Y

Public art can be successfully utilised to add symbolism and meaning, 

adding visual centre pieces to public space.

A well considered and integrated landscaping strategy will provide 

more than simply trees, hedges and grass land.  It will provide the 

community with an opportunity to foster a sense of pride and a 

feeling that everyone can contribute to the well being, appearance and 

organisation of a place. 

All houses are to comply to Code 4 for Sustainable Homes or are 

equivalent agreed standard.  All homes are to meet the standards for ‘Life 

Time Homes’ as well as comply with the current ‘Building Regulations’

For example the ground floor areas should be designed to wheelchair 

standards (300 nibs at the leading edges of doors, turning circles for 

wheelchair in main areas, shower rooms etc) and Life time homes 

standards.       The upper floors should be designed to be ambulant accessible.

Where appropriate, houses should be designed with potential for 

occupation by elderly people including for example provision of ground 

floor showers.  



1 0 . 0  
E N V I R O N M E N TA L 
I S S U E S

Sustainability and environmental friendliness should be considered in 

the widest sense.  In this regard, buildings should be designed to be 

capable of future adaptation whereby they can enjoy long lives.  Life 

cycle costs and carbon footprint associated with poor quality, short 

term construction is an area of sustainability which is often overlooked.  

Gascoyne  Cecil Estates have already trialled and implemented various 

examples of sustainable heating systems including air and ground 

source heat pumps and biomass systems.  Studies have similarly been 

undertaken in regard to micro hydro generation.    

GCE wish to encourage developments which are environmentally better 

than ‘average’.   To assist in this aim, all houses shall be environmentally 

assessed, using the latest edition of BREEAM, the Building Research 

Establishment Environmental Assessment Method. 

The scheme uses independent assessors to evaluate the environmental 

effects of buildings at the design stage. The issues included concern the 

global, local and indoor environment and a predetermined number of 

credits will be given for design features which are better than normal 

practice and the minimum requirements of the Building Regulations.

All houses should be designed to achieve an “eco homes” very good 

standard.   A record of all assessments will be kept by GCE. 
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G L O S S A R Y English Bond 

Strong brick bond of alternate courses of headers and stretchers.

Flemish Bond

A brick bond with alternate headers and stretchers in each course 

with closers next to the header quoins - variants may have three of five 

stretchers to each header.

Quoins

Any external angle or corner of a structure. 

RWP

Rain Water Pipe.

Knap

To snap or break stones, so split flint is ‘knapped’ and laid with the 

smooth dark surfaces exposed on the surface of the wall.

Reveals

The vertical return or side of an aperture in a wall between the face of 

the wall and , for example, a door or window frame.

It is generally set square with the face. 

The return inwards from the reveal for the door or window frame 

is known as the rebate, and the inside return the jamb. This can 

occasionally be splayed, hence a splayed reveal.
 

Engl ish Bond

Flemish Bond

Quoins



Parapet 

Low wall or barrier at the edge of a balcony, bridge, roof, terrace, 

or anywhere there is a drop, and therefore danger of persons falling.  

Originally a feature of defensive architecture on castles and town-walls, 

it often retained battlements and other features even when used for 

non-defensive purposes, e.g. on churches.  Parapets can be ornamented, 

pierces, or plain.  

Gables

Wall (gable-end), of a building, closing the end of a pitched roof; its top 

may be bounded by the two slopes of the roof forming ‘parged verges’ 

or overhangs with barge boards, or it may be parapet following the 

slopes of the roof behind. 

Voussoirs

Cuneus, or block (normally of stone, brick, or terracotta ) shaped on 

two opposite long sides to converging planes in what is normally the 

shape of a wedge, forming part of the structure of an arch of vault, its 

sides coinciding with the radii of the arch.  

Roof Types

Gabled

The most common type with sloping sides meeting at a ridge and with 

a gable at each end.

Gable End

Voussoirs

Common pi tched roof 
with raised gable  ( r ight)
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Hipped

With four pitched slopes joining at hips, and without gables.   
   

Half Hipped

Pitched roof with gables terminating in hipped roofs.  

Mansarded

Named after F Mansart, a curb roof with steeply pitched or curved 

lower slopes and pitched or hipped roof over, almost invariably with 

dormer windows.  Distinguished from the French roof in having a more 

steeply pitched upper part.

Verge

Slight projection formed by a pitched roof over the naked of a gable 

wall.  The junction between the tiles on the roof and the top of the wall 

has to be watertight, and this is achieved by creating a tight joint, using 

tiles and mortar, tumble brick work etc.  

Bay- Window

Projection from a house-front, circular, rectangular, segmental, or 

canted on plan, largely filled with windows.

A segmental bay is defined as a bow, common in the Regency periods.  

A bay-window on an upper floor only is an oriel.  

Half  Hipped Roof

Mansard roof  with 
Dormers

Hipped roof



 The Golden Mean

It may have originated in c6BC in the circle of Pythagoras, it was 

certainly known during the time of Euclid (c325 - c250BC) and was 

held to be divine by several Renaissance theorists.  

It can be expressed as a straight line (or as rectangle) divided into 

two parts so that the ratio if the shorter part (a) to the longer (b) is 

the same as the ratio of the longer (b) to the sum of the shorter and 

longer parts, 

or a:b = b:a + b, or that the ratio of the smaller part is to the longer as 

the latter is to the whole.  The ratio is expressed in algebra as π (Phi), 

whose value is 1.61803.  Thus the ratio is approximately 8:13.    

Doric

The lowest order and simplest column in Greek architecture, 

characterized by a heavy column with a plain saucer-shaped capital.

Tuscan

A Roman order that resembles the Doric order but without a fluted 

shaft.

Oriel  Window

Examples  of  Doric  and 
Tuscan
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